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for connections with special requirements

High Current Connections

Sleeves for Connections

Heat Shield for Connections

Design and application specific components add the most value
to Your products and systems.
We can provide economical solutions for Your special connection requirements.

High Current Connections
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from 50A to > 3000A

LOUVER_tron contact bands are high performance contact systems. Multiple consecutive contact louvers are used in between mating conducting surfaces. Depending on
the application, they may be used either in a flat or in a pre-rounded shape. The number
of louvers applied, in conjunction with the components and the environment in which they
are used, will precisely define the electrical performance characteristics of the complete
system.
- weftron offers the complete machined metal contact system including the standard
range of LOUVER_tron contact bands and will also design and produce other contact band systems as per your special connection requirement.

FORK_tron connectors are busbar connectors based on individual contact fork assemblies providing excellent performance ratings when connecting to busbar systems.
Connectors with ratings from 125A up to 2000A may be offered to suit specific contacting
arrangements.

-

weftron

offers a standard range of busbar connectors and will produce connectors
with special features to adopt to your special connection requirement.

Sleeves for Connections

- Protection and Bundling for Wires Cables and Hoses
- Abrasion protection, Cut through protection, rattle Noise prevention
- EMI protection, Lightning Strike protection, Crash protection
- Open and Self Closing protection Covers and Sleeves
- Braided and Woven Covers and Sleeves
.
- You provide the project parameters, we offer a protection solution

Heat Shield for Connections

- Heat protection for Components and Systems
- Heat reflection and Heat insulation
- Custom designed and tailored Heat protection
- Heat protection covers and sleeves
- Heatshields
.
- You provide the project parameters, we offer a protection solution
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